
Freshmen Work from Home Plan 

Dear Freshmen, 

As you are working from home, your teacher team has been hard at work developing some 

activities for you to complete that will support you in learning, thinking, and staying active. 

There is a special “class” in Schoology for ALL freshmen together. Even if you are not “taking 

that class” on campus, you are expected to participate in all the activities being sent home. The 

options are available on Schoology and printed out for you in packet form. 

If you have any questions, reach out to your teachers or ask in the “I have a Question” 

discussion board in the Schoology classroom. If you have Dance, complete the dance part of 

this packet (at the end) rather than PE. Mrs. McQueen has some specific instructions for you! 

Even when we’re not face-to-face, we want you to succeed! Please let us know if you have any 

questions, 

*Your Teachers*  

Mr. Canete, Mrs. Duong, Mrs. McQueen, Mrs. Saner, and Mrs. Wallace 

 

Suggested Daily Schedule: 

Estimated Time Activity 

30 minutes Reading and reading log 

30 minutes PE Activity packet 

30 minutes Math work packet 

30 minutes Personal Identity Menu Project [English/Ethnic Studies] 

10-15 minutes Check-in Discussions (Schoology) 

 

Suggested Project Schedule (English/Ethnic Studies): 

Day Activity 

Monday Appetizer choice (x2) 

Tuesday Main Course 1 

Wednesday Main Course 2 

Thursday Main Course 3 

Friday Dessert choice (x2) 

 

The Personal Identity Menu Project requires you to complete 2 appetizer choices, 3 main 

course choices, and 2 dessert choices each week. The choices you make need to be different for 

each week (if you did a choice on week 1, you must choose a different one on week 2…no 

doubles!). Keep track of the “points” for each activity…and try to beat your score on week 2! 



 

  



 

  



WEEK of 3/30-4/2:  

BEGIN YOUR PERSONALIZED LOG 

This week you will be completing your workout out according to your goals and logging the information below.        

Personal Fitness Plan Activity Log 

Use the lines to log your activities and indicate the intensity and time. 

Your log should show complete thought and effort and be as detailed as possible. 

Fitness Category        Activity        Intensity         Time 

MONDAY       

Cardio       

Strength Endurance       

Flex       

TUESDAY       

Cardio       

Strength Endurance       

Flex       

WEDNESDAY       



Cardio       

Strength Endurance       

Flex       

THURSDAY       

Cardio       

Strength Endurance       

Flex       

FRIDAY       

Cardio       

Strength Endurance       

Flex       

 

  



Personal Identity Project Menu 
Appetizers 

A Week of my Wardrobe – 10 points 

1. Take a picture of 7 days of your outfits.  

2. Write a response describing your look and who/what influenced your wardrobe. 

Music Playlist – 10 points 

1. Create a 12-song playlist of your favorite music. 

2. Describe how each song has influenced you. 

My Celebrations – 10 points 

1. Create a list of all the things that your family celebrates. 

2. Write a response describing what celebrations are like with your family and how your 

celebrations make up who you are.  

Quote Compilation – 10 points 

1. Compile a list of famous quotes that have meaning to you.  

2. Under each quote, write what it means to you and your culture. 

Song Lyrics Analysis – 10 points 

1. Choose a song where the lyrics mean a lot to you.  

2. Write an analysis of what those lyrics mean to you.  

3. Include specific quotes from the song to help your analysis. 

Lip Sync Battle – 10 points 

1. Create a lip sync music video to your favorite song. 

2. Write a response describing why you chose to lip sync to that song. 

YouTube Exploration – 10 points 

1. Choose a video from your recommended list. 

2. Write a response describing why you think that video was recommended to you. 

3. Do you think YouTube made the right choice, why or why not? 

What are you watching? – 10 points 

1. Pick one thing you are currently watching on TV, Netflix, YouTube, etc.  

2. Describe why you like watching that program. What do you think that says about your 

personality? 

 



Main Course 

Cooking Show – 20 points 

Make a video of yourself cooking one of your favorite meals from your culture. 

1. Watch a few cooking videos on YouTube or some other media platform.  

2. Start off by writing out the recipe. All steps and ingredients must be included.  

3. Record a video of yourself making the recipe. 

4. Take pictures of the final product.  

5. Edit the video to create a final polished product.  

Art Poster – 15 points 

1. Create an art poster that represents your culture.  

2. It can be a collage or a single picture.  

3. Use images to represent yourself and your culture. 

4. For full points, there should not be any white space. 

Personal History Timeline – 10 points 

1. Create a timeline from the day you were born to your life today.  

2. Include 20 of your most important life events.  

3. Try to include things that influence your personal culture. 

4. Your timeline can be created using every platform you choose. 

Ethnic Culture Historical Timeline – 10 points 

1. Create a timeline representing the history of the ethnic culture that you identify with.  

2. You must include 15 key events in the ethnicity’s history. 

3. Your timeline can be created using every platform you choose. 

Short Film – 20 points 

1. Plan, direct, and act in your very own short film. 

2. Your film must be between 2-5 minutes long.  

3. There must be a plot and a clear beginning, middle, and end. 

4. Your film must represent your culture or identity in some way. 

Dance Performance – 20 points 

1. Create a dance that represents your culture.  

2. You can perform it live or film it.  

3. Your performance must be somewhere between 1-4 minutes. 

 

 



Main Corse (continued) 

Cultural Movement Article Analysis – 15 points 

1. Find an article that talks about a specific struggle people of your culture might 

experience. 

2. Write about the following: 

a. Who was the article meant to be read by? 

b. What is the main idea of the article? 

c. When was the article written? Why would that matter? 

d. Why is it important to read this article? 

e. What can the article teach us about your culture? 

Family Member Interview – 20 points 

1. Author 5 interview questions to ask a member of your family about your culture. 

2. Interview a member of your family with the intention of revealing information about your 

culture. 

3. Write a transcript of your interview detailing everything said by you or your family 

member. 

Plan a Cultural Event – 15 points 

1. Plan a cultural event for the students at ABLE that represents your culture. 

2. Pick the location, time, who will go, and any food, events, or activities that will be at 

your event.  

3. Submit a full plan that covers all of the major details of your event. 

Design a Lesson – 20 points 

1. Create a lesson that teaches 2nd graders about your culture. 

2. The plan must have a clear beginning, middle, and end. 

3. Create a PowerPoint that you will use to present your information.  

4. Attach any assignments or activities that you believe will help your students understand 

your culture. 

Build A Sculpture – 20 points 

1. Gather items around your house that you can use to build a sculpture. 

2. Build a sculpture that represents you and your life in some way. Take a picture/Draw a 

picture of it. 

3. Write about how that sculpture represents you. Do any of the individual items have any 

significance. 

  



Main Corse (continued) 

Design a City – 20 points 

1. Gather items around your house that you can use to build a sculpture. 

2. Build a sculpture that represents you and your life in some way. Take a picture/Draw a 

picture of it. 

3. Write about how that sculpture represents you. Do any of the individual items have any 

significance. 

 

Dessert (1 point each) 

1. Write a poem about the last meal you ate. 

 

2. Write a short story about the first colony on Mars. 

 

3. Living deep in the icy waters of the Northern Atlantic Ocean are the arctic mermaids, 

who rescue a child being held captive on a ship. Write about their latest adventure. 

 

4. Describe the last dream you had. What do you think it means? 

 

5. A witch has made you switch bodies with a pigeon. Write about your experiences as a 

pigeon for a day. 

 

6. Envision a dragon. Do you battle him? Or is the dragon friendly? Use descriptive 

language. 

 

7. Write a story or poem that starts with the word “hello.” 

 

8. You notice a mysterious symbol appear on the side of a building. What does it mean? 

 

9. As the new housekeeper for a prominent wealthy family, one of your tasks is to water all 

of the house plants. You are watering the lilies in the entry way when one of the plants 

starts talking to warn you of a dark family secret. What does it tell you? 

 

10. Your kingdom has become overruled by lizard people. It’s time to do something about it 

and so you begin your plans for creating the perfect utopian anarchist society. 

 

11. Legend has it, if you stand in front of a mirror holding a cup and a candle you can jump 

between dimensions. Write about your latest interdimensional travels. 

 

12. A little girl is visiting a busy bakery with her grandmother when she enters the enchanted 

kitchen and is whisked away into the land of cupcakes. Write about her encounter with 

the villainous Cupcake 

 



Week 3, Day #1 & Day #2 

Directions: 

1. L1: Use the visual representation to list the first 7 terms of the sequence and determine its pattern. 

2. L2: Determine the recursive equation for the sequence based on the previous term and the pattern. 

3. L2: Determine the explicit equation for the sequence based on the first term and the pattern. 

• If the pattern is adding or subtracting (arithmetic sequence), then the value being added or subtracted is called the common difference (𝑑). 

• If the pattern is multiplying or dividing (geometric sequence), then the value being multiplied or divided is called the common ratio (𝑟). 

4. L3: Use the explicit equation to determine the 12th term of the sequence. 

Arithmetic – Recursive Equation 

𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑛−1 + 𝑑 

 

Geometric – Recursive Equation 

𝑎𝑛 = 𝑟 ∙ 𝑎𝑛−1  

Arithmetic – Explicit Equation 

𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎1 + 𝑑(𝑛 − 1) 

 

Geometric – Explicit Equation 

𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎1 ∙ 𝑟𝑛−1 

 

Visual Representation Sequence & Pattern Recursive Equation Explicit Equation 12th term 

 

8, 6, 4, 2, 0, −2, −4, … 
 
The pattern is subtracting 2 
to get the next term so  
𝑑 = −2. 

𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑛−1 − 2 𝑎𝑛 = 8 − 2(𝑛 − 1) 

𝑎12 = 8 − 2(12 − 1) 
 

𝑎12 = 8 − 24 + 2 
 

𝑎12 = −14 

 

    

 

    



Visual Representation Sequence & Pattern Recursive Equation Explicit Equation 12th Term 

 

16, 8, 4, 2, 1,
1

2
,
1

4
, … 

 
The pattern is dividing by 2 
to get the next term so  

𝑟 =
1

2
. 

𝑎𝑛 =
1

2
∙ 𝑎𝑛−1 𝑎𝑛 = 16 ∙ (

1

2
)

𝑛−1

 

𝑎12 = 16 ∙ (
1

2
)

12−1

 

𝑎12 = 16 ∙ (
1

2
)

11

 

𝑎12 = 16 ∙ (
1

2048
) 

𝑎12 =
16

2048
=

1

128
 

 
 

    

 

    

 

    

Create your own:     



Week 2, Day #3 & Day #4 

Directions: 

1. L1: Rewrite the sequences from Week2, Day #1 & Day #2 in a table where the terms are the y-values and their corresponding term numbers (i.e. 1st 

term, 2nd term,…,5th term) are the x-values. 

2. L2: Use Desmos and graph each table. 

a. What do you notice about the arithmetic sequences? 

 

 

b. What do you notice about the geometric sequences? 

 

 

3. L3: Since the arithmetic sequences are __________________ functions, you can manipulate the explicit equation to get the __________________ 

function equation. *Use Desmos to check your Linear Function Equation against each sequence. 

Arithmetic Sequence Table Manipulate the Explicit Equation  →  Linear Function Equation 

 

𝑎𝑛 = 2 + 2(𝑛 − 1)  →  𝑎𝑛 = 2 + 2𝑛 − 2 
 

Distributive Property → Combine Like-Terms 
 

𝒂𝒏 = 𝟐𝒏 

  

  



4. L4: Since the geometric sequences are __________________ functions, you can manipulate the explicit equation to get the __________________ 

function equation. *Use Desmos to check your Exponential Function Equation against each sequence. 

Geometric Sequence Table Manipulate the Explicit Equation  →  Exponential Function Equation 

 

𝑎𝑛 = 16 ∙ (
1

2
)

𝑛−1
  →  𝑎𝑛 = 16 ∙ (

1

2
)

𝑛
∙ (

1

2
)

−1
→  𝑎𝑛 = 16 ∙ (

1

2
)

𝑛
∙ (

2

1
)

1
  →  𝑎𝑛 = 16 ∙ (

1

2
)

𝑛
∙ 2  →  𝑎𝑛 = 2 ∙ 16 ∙ (

1

2
)

𝑛
 

 
Split the exponents →  Change the negative exponent → Simplify  →  Commutative Property of Multiplication → Multiply 

 

𝒂𝒏 = 𝟑𝟐 ∙ (
𝟏

𝟐
)

𝒏

 

  

  

  



Week 2, Day #5 

The easy way to determine the Linear Function equation of a sequence is to determine the zeroth term (the term before the first term) to get the starting point 

of the function and the common difference to get the growth rate of the function.  Since the format of a linear function equation is 𝒚 = 𝒎𝒙 + 𝒃, you can 

substitute the growth rate in for the slope and the starting point in for the y-intercept. 

 

The easy way to determine the Exponential Function equation of a sequence is to determine the zeroth term (the term before the first term) to get the starting 

point of the function and the common ratio to get the growth rate of the function.  Since the format of an exponential function equation is 𝒚 = 𝒃𝒎𝒙, you can 

substitute the growth rate in for the slope and the starting point in for the y-intercept. 

 

1. L2: Make flashcards for the Unit 5: Sequences & Exponential Function vocabulary either using index cards or Quizlet. 

• Sequence 

• Pattern 

• Arithmetic Sequence 

• Geometric Sequence 

• Term 

• First Term 

• Nth Term 

• Previous Term 

• Recursive Equation 

• Explicit Equation 

• Common Difference 

• Common Ratio 

• Zeroth Term 

• Starting Point 

• Linear Function Equation 

• Exponential Function Equation 

 

2. L3: Quizlet is an online tool that allows you to make flashcards to study anywhere, anytime!  You could also use those flashcards to play games and help 

improve your knowledge daily.  Sign up for Quizlet by using your school email and this link https://quizlet.com/join/U5fQgFFEj so you can be added to 

Ms. Duong’s Algebra 1 – 2020 Quizlet class 

https://quizlet.com/join/U5fQgFFEj


DANCE 1 Work from Home 
Wk 3_3/30-4/03 
 
Assignment 1 
Perform  our “Spinal Curves” movement sequence below and list 4 dance concepts used when 
you are performing the movement sequence. Be specific on what 4 movement skills/actions 
(curving spine in a specific direction, plies, etc..) you are doing during the sequence when you 
are using each of the dance concepts you list. 
a. Movement skill= 
    Dance concept= 
b. Movement skill= 
    Dance concept= 
c. Movement skill= 
    Dance concept= 
d. Movement skill= 
    Dance concept= 
 
“Spinal Curves” Movement Sequence 
Begin in parallel first position. 
*Spinal curl forward using upper body, then bring spine/upper body to neutral (straight) 
bringing arms to reach up direction. Drop arms to swing them down in front of torso as they 
cross and swing them up to repeat one more time, finishing with arms down by side of body. 
(complete 4 curls forward w/arms). 
*Spinal curl Right side using upper body (keep shoulders open/wide chest and lead with top of 
the head), while reaching left arm up direction as you focus on your finger tips. Bring upper 
body to neutral/straight. Spinal curl left side using upper body (keep shoulders open/wide chest 
and lead with top of the head), while reaching right arm up direction as you focus on your 
finger tips. Bring upper body to neutral/straight. (Complete 4 side curls w/ arms; R,L, R, L) 
*Reach down with both arms to circle them back (arc upper back, keeping chest open and focus 
in upward diagnol), up, forward directions finishing by your sides. 
Demi plie and 2 shoulder shrugs. (Complete 4 times). 
*Bring arms to fifth front, demi-plie, twist upper body to right side as you open right arm to 
second position, allow your focus (where you are looking) to move naturally with the rest of 
your upper body. As you return upper body to neutral/starting place, swing right arm down, 
back, up, and around one and half times ending with left arm in fifth position front to start 
again on other side. (complete 4 times; R, L, R, L). 
 
Assignment 2 
Tiny poem: You will write a 20 word poem (no more or less). You must include the following 2 
words: 
Dance 
Laugh  
 
 



Assignment 3 
1. “How Suite it is” Sports project.  
You will begin again, but you can use what you have/remember.  
You will create a solo that has 3 phrases.  
Each phrase will be inspired by 3 different sports.  

a. Choose your 3 sports.  
(basketball, baseball, swimming, golf, bowling, track & field,  football, Futbol (soccer), 
volleyball, etc…) 
b. Write down your 3 sports and underneath each, list 4 actions/movement skills that 
are connected to each sport you chose.  
c. Begin creating phrase #1.  
Your phrase must include: 
 a. the four actions/movements skills you chose for the sport. 
 b. 3 different level changes (see dance concept poster). 
 c. Must travel to 3 different places in the floor space. 
 d. 3 different directional changes (see dance concept poster)  
 c. clarity of focus; define where you are looking throughout your phrase.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assignment 4 
1. Watch video of “Rolling in the Deep” dance.  
2. Practice.  



 


